
CHOOSI MOBILE APPS DRIVE INNOVATION
DURING “THE PANDEMIC YEAR”

A deep dive into the lessons learned from a year of uncertainty and change

The Pandemic Challenge KEY TAKEAWAYS:

ADP Increased 
Labor Decreased
Waste Decreased

The 2020/21 school year was a
year of learning, growing,
adapting, and of prevailing. This
case study reviews two different
programs in two different states
which offered a mobile preorder
application - Choosi - to students
and parents to determine how the
use of technology impacted their
program over the course of the
2020/21 school year. 

Overall, when Choosi pre-
ordering was implemented and
meals were only accessible in the
app: 

The 2020/21 school year brought unforeseen challenges
never faced before in the education system. In a matter of
days, districts and schools shifted from traditional in-person
classes to 100% online learning or hybrid models and were
forced to reckon with the problem of planning for the
unknown. For food service departments, this meant shifting
their operations to serve students outside of the cafeteria and
in some cases, outside of the school grounds all together. This
meant rethinking packaging, transportation, food safety, and
accountability. While the effort and commitment to serving
students was truly monumental, many of the services
provided could not have been accomplished without the use
of technology to make serving meals more responsive and
efficient in different situations. Many districts opted to use
mobile applications to help them solve the hurdles of knowing
how many meals to prepare, where to send them, and
accounting for them once taken.



Lexington Public Schools in Massachusetts has 10 schools and Garden City School District in New York
has 7 schools. The Food Service Department at Lexington is managed by Kevin Sylvia and at Garden
City by Diana Intintoli. Both Kevin and Diana had used Choosi, a mobile pre-ordering application prior
to the COVID-19 pandemic, however usage was limited to a single deli station. 

Kevin had used Choosi in his high school prior to the 2020/21 school year as a way for students to pre-
order customizable deli sandwiches for lunch. When the pandemic struck, he saw it as an opportunity
to streamline their operations by expanding it to all schools and adding breakfast and a la carte.   

INNOVATION: ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PARENTS AT LEXINGTON WOULD BE
REQUIRED TO ORDER THROUGH THE CHOOSI APP, AND THOSE MEALS
WOULD BE DELIVERED TO CLASSROOMS.

This was a departure from previous school years where the onus of ordering elementary school
meals was placed on the teachers. Secondary school students had the option of pre-ordering
through the app and picked up their meal in Grab N’ Go designated areas near or in the cafeterias. 

INNOVATION: BEGINNING IN SEPTEMBER 2020, GARDEN CITY DECIDED TO
EXPAND CHOOSI IN THE MIDDLE SCHOOL FOR BREAKFAST AND LUNCH
AND REQUIRED STUDENTS TO PRE-ORDER THROUGH THE CHOOSI APP

Both districts expanded the pre-ordering menu to include all available options including a rotating hot
meal of the day and a la carte sides. Both districts offered advanced ordering (7 days in advance at
Lexington and 5 at Garden City) and students had the ability to cancel or change orders up until the
morning of meal service. 

The Facts - Two Different Districts, Two Similar Stories

Like Kevin, Diana had used Choosi in her middle and highs school prior to the 2020/21 school year as a
way for students to pre-order deli sandwiches at lunch. 

For high school students, pre-ordering was optional and breakfast was not available. 



Both districts saw an increase in overall participation over the
course of the 2020/21 school year from the year prior.
Lexington’s ADP (average daily participation) went from
~40% in SY 2019/20 to ~55% in SY 2020/21. Over half of all
meals served were pre-ordered. Garden City’s ADP Middle
Schools doubled in SY 2020/21 from years prior.
Understanding that many variables had changed during this
school year that were different than from years past, both
Kevin and Diana largely attributed the free meals waiver for
the majority of the increase in ADP. 

Both also recognized how, given this increase in meals to
prepare, having a pre-ordering system like Choosi assisted
them in being able to handle the increase in volume while
being under staffed compared to prior years. “Choosi was our
lifeline at the middle school” according to Diana who went
from having 11 staff members at the middle and high school
to just 4, including her. Shown below are the Choosi
participation trends for each district over the course of the
year. 

Lexington Elementary Choosi Lunch Menu

The Results

Garden City Middle Choosi Lunch Menu



Kevin and Diana both saw the
2020/21 school year as a year of
opportunity. They challenged
themselves and their teams to not
just survive by doing the bare
minimum but to thrive by offering
full, exciting breakfast and lunch
menus which included both hot and
cold meals as well as rotating meals.
Even though she said it was harder
on staff, Diana believes that “having
a diverse menu helped to increase
their participation.”
   
Kevin realized into the school year
that having parents order for their
children through Choosi was a way
to directly market their program to
parents. They hadn’t had this reach
in prior school years and recognize
this as a major contributor to the
program’s success in SY 2020/2021
at the elementary schools. Parents
were able to see the nutritional
information and allergens in the
meals their children wanted and
became engaged in the program in a
way they had not been before.
Kevin and his team ran promotions
for Choosi and marketed it heavily
which boosted use of the app and
overall sales. It had always been a
priority for Kevin to have a program
that is innovative and utilizes
technology to make it attractive to
students while streamlining
operations for staff. He considers
staying the same year to year (even
in a pandemic year) as stagnation
and saw using technology to solve
many of the challenges of the
2020/2021 school year as an
opportunity to “continue to push
the outer limits of school lunch”.

Having the Choosi app serve as the
main ordering system for both
districts helped each efficiently
prepare meals for all grade levels
and distribute them to the desired
location.  

It also assisted in a reduction in
overall food waste. At Lexington,
they credited the Choosi Labels
report with helping the staff to
efficiently prepare meals and ensure
that all customized entrees, sides,
and a la carte items made it into the
correct bags/carts and got to the
correct students. According to the
assistant director, “Choosi
definitely helped us to streamline
our preordering process and
especially helped in our execution
of delivering meals to elementary
classrooms.” The Choosi Order
Pickup Sheet was used as the point-
of-sale accountability record in
classrooms further assisting in
streamlining the process for staff
and teachers. Diana, when referring
to the Choosi Inventory Pull Sheet
report said “that pull sheet was like
gold!”. She and her staff knew at the
beginning of the day exactly what
would need to be prepared and
were able to efficiently plan for the
days service. Her food waste at the
middle school where Choosi was
required was also dramatically
reduced. “We used to throw away
half a pizza after service, but with
Choosi we know we need to
prepare 8 slices of pizza and that’s
exactly what we’d make!”.  
 
Faced with higher participation and
a staff that was 1/3 of what it was in
previous years, Diana said that
Choosi “definitely increased her
MPLH (meal per labor hours)”
compared to what it would have
been without a pre-ordering system.
With just 2 staff members at each
the middle and high school, they
were able to brown bag all meals
efficiently and in an organized
manner, especially given the
diversity in the menu offered.

 “The pull sheet was a big time
saver for the 2 workers in the
morning. They would have been
unable to even operate without the
app at the middle school”. 

From the student perspective, time
spent in line at both high schools
was substantially reduced. At
Lexington High, students were able
to locate their labeled meals, serve
themselves, and go. Those who did
go through the traditional line
benefited from a large number of
students being diverted out of the
line to pickup their pre-ordered
meals. This was also true of
Lexington Middle.  Overall, students
were able to pick up their meals
quickly and with ease while
maintaining a safe distance from
each other. Elementary students
were delivered meals in the
classroom by food service staff. 

At Garden City, the line at the deli
bar in the high school was reduced
because of orders placed through
Choosi. Additionally, in years past
Diana had two staff members
supervising the deli bar but by
having orders for the deli bar come
in via the app, they were able to
offer the same service (made to
order deli sandwiches) without the
staffing required to make the
sandwiches as students walk up.
Middle school students were
delivered meals in the classroom by
food service staff so they didn’t
spend time in line to receive their
meals. Students and parents
benefited from being able to order 5
days in advance at Garden City and
a full week in advance at Lexington. 
 This flexibility of the Choosi app for
these different scenarios was
appreciated by students and
parents alike. 
 

Learnings from Beyond "The Pandemic Year"



The 2020/21 school year was a learning year for both Garden City and
Lexington. It was a year both districts were able to experiment with
different models and learn from what worked and what didn’t.
Amongst the greatest takeaways from this tumultuous year was
schools which required students or parents to order through the
Choosi app if they wanted a meal had the greatest success. This was
the case for the Lexington elementary schools and Garden City
Middle. This was the first year they had utilized Choosi and all have
decided they will continue to use it into the future. These schools saw
growth over the course of the year in the number of pre-orders that
came though the app and saw a dramatic reduction in waste and labor
costs. Due to the free meal waivers, they were also able to use Choosi
as a point of sale accountability record in the classrooms where
teachers simply checked whether or not a student received their meal
then returned that record to the food service department. The food
service department was given a direct line to market their program to
parents and got them involved in a way they had not been able to
before. 

At the schools in each district where pre-ordering through Choosi was
not required, they still saw overall program growth and it was clear
that the free meal waivers played a large part in that growth. However,
both districts agreed that having Choosi as a pre-ordering system
helped them with their operations. According to the Assistant Director
at Lexington, “It's difficult to say for sure without data to compare to,
but without the convenience of Choosi, we think our ADP's would be
lower this year compared to what they are with Choosi. This would
either be due to underdeveloped preordering systems or lack of
preordering option altogether. Choosi provided us with a way for
students to preorder meals and get their food quicker.” 

It is evident that technology has assisted both of these districts in
operating successful programs over a year that was anything but
traditional. Choosi has proven to be useful in a variety of models and
grade ranges. Both districts plan to continue to utilize the Choosi
mobile app and expect that adoption of the app will continue to grow.
No one knows yet what future school years will hold, but what is for
sure is that 2020 changed everyone’s perspective on what’s normal
and achievable. Adaptable and agile solutions that utilize technology
to streamline operations are the future and the future is now. 

Conclusions


